Inquiring reporter

They admit various thoughts while waiting for lunch

- MANY MILES are traveled, numerous romances relived, frantic, talkative, nonsensical, aimless
done, and unkind thoughts about various
ones.

Yes, many thoughts go through the mind while one is waiting there, the high, the low, the cafeteria line like getting a morsel or so to eat.

Your inquiring reporter, feeling a little bored, changed her style, took a look at the people in the cafeteria, and as luck would have it, this day. There stood a dozen or so graced with the look of the dead— and just as many. Another dozen or so were talking so fast and faintly they wouldn't know if any crashed the lid. It is good for people's good manners oppos-

As a RESULT, your inquiring reporter asked several of these hungry, bored souls if they were thinking while waiting for their lunch. These are their replies.

SPENCER HOLLIS: How I'm going to get home after my shift.

GEORGE KNOX: Accounting.

JAN HOUSE: What I'm going to eat.

SHARON NELSON: Food smells good; therefore I will gain.

GLENDA 20 HALE: How Becky Bassett got her food so quickly. (They have one-truck minds.)

CHARLOTTE WILM: A bath.

(Rose are few among the many romantic souls)

WHY? Do people always pick on me?

RALPH BURTON and JOHNNY BUTLER: Why do you have to give us small change on the planet? (The planet in this case had just the right amount of the $3.45 jabber)

(The speed demons) JOHN LLOYD: I DARE you to answer on grounds of the fifth Amendment.

FATY PRICE: I'm glad I'm not married yet! I don't have to cook.

(TOM CUTTING: If that boy gets married I'll forget I'm a gentleman.)

Cornet cleaner counts casualties

by Martha Burrow

- YOU THINK YOU have it tough?

Follow me, if you will, through an afternoon of pure horror. It started harmlessly enough when my sister Ann suggested that we make our respective bandmates happy and wash out our band's uniforms. They and I have been playing cornet.

Well, being the gullible person I am, I agreed to help. I was unaware that the cornet I was playing was and was attempting to wash back into the safe water where it should have been all along.

About two hours later when you do in cleaning a horn is to remove the old yellow sots and add new ones, things you push up and down. Yum Yum, no, not the horn, not the horns, but a row, like little soldiers so you can get back again. See, they'll let you get back right, the cornet will be fine.

Second, you pull the slides.

In the mailbox

Faculty assembly seen by student as means for happy relations

DEAR EDITOR:

Can we have another family assembly?

When I was a sophomore, the family assembly engaging assembly that I thought was meant for me.

The only trouble was there was no one in the school, one year, for one, would certainly be included in the assembly this year.

WHEN THE students know that the faculty understands why they for some stodgy stuff and let the students have a good laugh at their expense. I think it is helpful to the personal attitudes of our school.

The relationships are strengthened when people learn to laugh together as well as work together.

Miss Nell Pressen gives this idea the proper place for that "work together" concept. The light in the FHS stage be the scene for the next set of student-faculty life—C. S.
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Poetry

by Shelly Puekett

Soon comes the night. The darkness, that silent, breathless, disembodied man— Parlor room lanterns glistening dimly. Muffled laughter, gay with laughter. Blinds, flashing page of nerves Then lights go out and all is still. There shuns faint, bat in other Light's rays strolled years before Earth tonight, but are seen by moon. A dog barks twice, Subdues are still.

Latin leaves out

During a discussion of Roman cannibalism, I was told this was her world history class, "The Romans removed their outer garments and ate their horsehouse.

"So I asked, "Oh, don't they cool in lunch off of them?"

A real crackpot

Again Miss Kathleen Buchanan came to the room with a grin, "The prefix 'physico' pertains to the mind. Psychiatry is the treat-

ment of the mind."

Myles Friedsam asked, "Do you know anyone with a 'physico'," "No," replied Miss Buchan.

Oh, "he said, "it's a cracked piece of pottery."

Grave situation

Paper that remained of Miss Irene Barnwell's particularly hard-nosed Latin "A" was on the pro-

cacy Gill Arnold sat in speechless despair. After a minute of silence, Miss Barnwell announced, "I'll just as soon work in a funeral ame house as with these unmanageable students."

But what a past!

Another person, in trying to explain the subjective use of one of her class, said, "Generally, "There is no future in the sub-

A down-in-the-dumps voice from the back of the room replied, "Boy, you can say that again!"

Cold hands, cold love

While discussing the recent cold in the city, I have never seen a more silky, kissing, "I don't bother me, love," "I'm分 My Love To Keep Me Warm," "Laughter, while enjoying her life, her rather quizzically for a moment, and turned to me and said, "I've been freezing to death!"

The Grizzly

by Louise Turner

THE ENCHANTMENT

of Valentine days lies not just in pro-

clads with frills and sweet verses, heart-shaped boxes of chocolate, coral earrings—this colony is especially dedicated to your love, and the person thereof.

To dwell on thoughts in a less sentimental vein: the home economics department has run a most successful favorite historical event—CUL-

This event was held at the school.

Another left-overs from the same event: MISS WILMA JIMBERSON, it's been said, re-

dressed a young man from the Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company because of the amount of electricity used by her students' homes.

When asked to give the chance of a verb, EARNEST HUCKE-

BURY replied, "The only times I know about is the kind I had before a test."

Scarcely on a print test— Name 14 of the 15 original colo-

We have something different: Instead of blasting the air with his baton as most band directors do, FLOYD PITTS, FHS band director, has been seen utilizing his portable lead speaker while drilling his squad through the rules of the band's all-black musical.

The news has been going a round that RAYMOND MOORE has been feeling a draft lightly. (That's right."

MISS PAULINE POYNER an-

ounced the ideal grocery list for the average teacher—a quart of milk and a bottle of all students, even you, your association."

We hear that JULIE ORR is going into snow business. Why? Why? Why? is the old saying. "There's snow business like show business."

HELLO, HELLO, HELLO—

Say, have you noticed the good-

ness of people in the city, that many of the FHS students have been going to town? Did you wonder where you could get one for free? TITA HAYNES solved this problem with a group of friends, including Nad, and plucked out one of our very shabby, looking mint green button-down shirts styled by Elvis.

Now, mint green isn't the only color to be used by any means for we have pale pink, white and charcoal gray. Each shirt was suitably done.

We have California SUE JAMES who are among the best mad. We have the blue, white, and yellow, the blue, dark, charcoal, grey, black and brown.

We are having a collection sale on formal, flannel, flannel and even in 100 percent cotton. They are seen in black, brown, tan, charcoal and blue.

WENDELL NANCE has recently- bought a pair of shoes. Good looking brown suede vest from the S&Q collection of vests at the S&Q.

Our sweaters are a big hit. JOHNNY WAID has re-

cited shreds of a light blue, shirt. They fee-

ter a cashmere sweater.

PAT GILLISPE was in the other day picking himself out a new sport coat, shirt and tie selection at the S&Q.

And—you girls, if you want to buy those luxes years some-

thing you are going to light blue. DAE-

NAY, I'd be smart to come to the S&Q and look over our large variety of merchandise.

Be seeing you next, usual.

It happens everyday

you just missed it

Scene around FHS: Mrs. HELEN MccARTY's typing class was roused from her reverie, whammint with it's shoe. She groaned, "I've been sitting up while Mrs. McCarty was making a speech on behavior, and the class devised this method to keep us up.

JANE DAVIDSON was the other day busying herself. The question was, if students were early to bed and early to rise it would be to their parents' delight.

Gentlemen prefer blondes—even in toast. We hear, however, that the home-economics department has been turning the faces brownest toast than blonde.

Count your blessings daily. In your case, GARY SHELBY couldn't say, "He is an ordinary day.
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